
ART portrait shoot - portraits for pleasure and memories, for private use.

Place: Portrait Studio in Katowice or outdoor location in Katowice.
Date: to be arranged.

650 PLN (incl. VAT), price includes: 

1. meeting.
Each portrait session is preceded by a meeting, a phone call or an email                       
correspondence to work out the concept and ideas for the photos - the session can be 
done solo, but also with friends, wife/husband, with someone from the family. Due to the 
intimacy of my Studio, the group being photographed together can be up to 5 people.

2. photo shoot.
The session lasts up to 3 hours. This time is dedicated to:
- preparation: professional make-up (optional service, extra charge - ask for details), 
choice of outfits;
- working out the portraits taking into consideration changes on the set: outfits, lighting, 
background or changes of location if we work outdoors.

3. six photographs.
6 photographs selected by you from the previews prepared after the session (photos     
in small size and resolution, with watermark, before processing, without the possibility      
of publication - they are not a finished product).

4. post-production.
The processing will give the images an original character and is an integral part of my 
vision and style. For these sessions I only work in the convention of black and white           
photography. Post-production will be done on your chosen photographs.

The post-production process includes: working with tonality, correction of framing,            
retouching (work with the skin - removing skin discolouration, brightening shadows          
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on the face, keeping the natural look of the photographed person). And general tidying 
up of the environment: e.g. removal of minor stains, dust.
Retouching does not include advanced graphic changes that require interaction with     
a graphic designer (i.e. cutting, removing things and people, reconstructing the image  
in this place, replacing colours with other colours, adding elements to the photograph, 
changing proportions and shapes of things and people, creating visuals in the                  
photograph).

I do not pass on photographs that have not been worked on in the post-production      
process.

5. photographs on paper packaged in an elegant box and digital files.
The photos will be printed on great matt paper in 15x21 cm format and handed over        
in a black cardboard box. 
On the other hand, digital files, for reprinting (jpg uncompressed, 300 dpi) and in a size 
for presenting on the web and displaying on monitors and screens (2500 px longer side, 
72 dpi) will be uploaded using the „we transfer” or other platform. 

6. possibility of publishing photographs and printing prints. 
The photographs from this shoot are dedicated to private use, as opposed to                    
commercial, advertising, corporate, professional use. 
It is therefore possible to publish on social media on private accounts, to present the 
photographs in a private space and about such a context.

NOTE: it is possible to order a larger number of photographs from the previews               
presented.
Each additional photo: 90 PLN (incl. VAT) per piece.

Extras:
- additional prints of selected photographs: 4 PLN per item.
- additional box: 25 PLN each.
- make-up service can be ordered for a photo shoot. Cost of one female make-up:          
PLN 150 - 200. I will recommend a make-up artist and arrange our cooperation.

You can give an ART portrait shoot to someone as a present by giving a Voucher -       
an invitation to the session. The voucher looks like a card in an envelope and is available
in my shop: 
https://www.joannanowicka.com/shop/produkt/voucher-zaproszenie-na-sesje-
portretowa-art-invitation-to-art-portrait-session/ 
or in my Portrait Studio in Katowice in person.
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